Cyber Threat Management company MMOX accelerates
growth after investment of Value Creation Capital
Bilthoven/The Hague, September 20th, 2018 – Investment by the Security of Things Fund of Value
Creation Capital enables MMOX from The Hague to roll out their Cyber Threat solution to SMEs,
together with their strategic partners.
Advanced cyber threats are developing faster than organizations can cope with. Lack of insight in the
adversaries intentions and methods makes prioritization of counter measures difficult. MMOX is
specialized in Cyber Threat Management and differentiates by giving clear and factual insight in potential
threats. As a result, cyber risks are effectively reduced. New methods and automated technology
enables MMOX to identify relevant threats and realize early stage risk mitigation. Hence, better strategic
decisions in relation to cyber risks can be made and the regular business operation becomes less
affected and less complex.
“MMOX has extensive experience with Cyber Threat Management for corporates. With our new
developed innovative Cyber Protection Technology Platform, we can offer the same protection also to
SME’s.”, says Matthijs Blokker, CEO of MMOX. “Our MMOX platform is brought to market through
strategic partners like large insurance companies and cooperatives. The investment of Value Creation
Capital enables us to accelerate growth and further develop the market. Next step is the roll-out of our
SME solution together with our partners. Before end of this year, we will broadly announce this
innovative package.”
”Coping with Cyber Threat is not only a challenge for corporates, but more and more also for SMEs.”,
states Aldebert Wiersinga, Managing Partner of Value Creation Capital. Wiersinga: “MMOX now also
enables SMEs to be sufficiently protected against relevant threats, without major organizational or
financial impact. Extra appealing to us is their choice to realize this in close cooperation with strategic
partners, with a more secure society as ultimate bonus.”

